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PYRITE DEPOSITS OF THE GAVORRANO AREA, GROSSETO

Abstract - The pyrite deposits of the Gavorrano area, SW Tuscany, have for a
long time represented one of the most important mining centres of pyrite throughout
the world. The ore occurs as massive, high-grade bodies located either at the contact
between an Upper Trias limestone (' Calcare cavernoso') and a quartzitic-phyUitic
complex (Trias-Paleozoic?) or at the contact between the above-mentioned rocks and
a Neogenic (4.9 m.y.) granitic stock.
Contact metamorphic phenomena around the intrusion are rather limited; a
pressure of the order of 500 bars and a temperature reaching 5300C are inferred. A
later metasomatic event produced the emplacement of very limited amounts of
skarn. Finally, there was a stage of hydrothermal alteration.
The mineralogy of the ore bodies is quite simple, pyrite being the only important
mineraI. Trace amounts of pyrrhotite, hematite, magnetite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite,
galena, tetrahedrite, stibnite, cassiterite, marca si te and coveUite are present. The
main minerographic feature is the occurrence and distribution of textural relics
in pyrite, revea]ed by structural etching.
The various genetic hypotheses for these deposits are reviewed and discussed.
It is felt that more detailed geochemical data than those available nowadays are
required for a complete understanding of the genesis and emplacement of the ore.
However, the attitudinal features, characteristics and distribution of the textural
relics in pydte and the absence of significant metasomatic skarn occurrence seern
to indicate that the gmnitic intrusion has metamorphosed and remobilized preexisting ore bodies. Some doubt is thus cast on the c1assiÌC pyrometasomatic postgranite gene tic modeI. Possible mechanisms of primary ore concentration are
discussed.
Riassunto - I depositi di pirite della zona di Gavorrano (Grosseto l. Il deposito
di pirite di Gavorrano ha rappresentato, per molti anni, un centro minerario per
l'estrazione di pirite tra i più importanti del mondo. Il minerale si trova in corpi
massicci, ad alto tenore di FeS 2, al contatto tra il Calcare cavernoso e le formazioni
(*) Istituto di Mineralogia, Petrografia e Geochimica, Centro CNR per la Mineralogia e la Geochimica dei sedimenti, Via Lamarmora 4, 1-50121 Firenze, Italy.
(**) Istituto Internazionale per le Ricerche Geotermiche, CNR, Via del Buongusto
n. 1, 1-56100 Pisa, Italy.
This work was financially supported by CNR - Progetto Finalizzato Geod,i namica,
V.O.: G. Tanelli, Pub. No. 264.
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epimetamorfiche quarzitico-filladiche del Trias o del Paleozoico, oppure al contatto
tra tutte queste formazioni ed una intrusione granitica neogenica. I fenomeni di metamorfi's mo di contatto attorno all'intrusione sono piuttosto limitati; per essi sono
state dedotte una pressione dell'ordine di 500 bar e temperature fino a 530o C. A questo evento seguirono un metamorfismo allo chimico con produzione di limitate masse
di skarn ed una alterazione idrotermale. La mineralogia del giacimento è molto semplice, in quanto la pirite è l'unico minerale importante: sono presenti, in tracce,
pirrotina, ematite, magnetite, calcopirite, blenda, galena, tetraedrite, antimonite, cassiterite, marcasite e covellite.
La caratteristica minerografica più importante delle piriti è la presenza di strutture relitte a « bassa cristallinità» evolventi verso cristalli idiomorfi. Queste strutture caratterizzano la pirite posta al contatto della intrusione granitica. La pirite dei
corpi minerari più lontani dall'intrusione non presenta tali strutture relitte. Il riesame di tutte le varie e contraddittorie ipotesi sulle origini dei giacimenti di Gavorrano, alla luce dei nuovi dati stratigrafici e giacimentologici, fa ritenere poco probabile il classico modello pirometasomatico. Vengono discussi altri modelli alternativi,
basati sulla esistenza di eventi metallo genici precedenti !'intrusione granitica di Gavorrano. In particolare le caratteristiche giaciturali, la presenza e la distribuzione
spaziale della pirite con strutture relitte, nonché l'assenza di significative manifestazioni a skarn di sostituzione, sembrano indicare che l'intrusione granitica ha metamorfosato e parzialmente mobilizzato dei corpi minerari preesistenti.

Key words: morphology, attitude, minerography; hornfels, skarn; stratigraphy;
metamorphism; metasomatism; genetic model.

Foreword
The sulphide ore bodies of Gavorrano (Grosseto, Italy) represented one of the most important mining centres of pyrite in the
world. Since 1898 a total of about 24,500,000 metric tons of ore has
been mined, with an average grade of 46% sulphur and 41 % iron.
Other metals are present in trace amounts: Cu, Pb, Zn, As (about
0.2%), Co (0.01 %), Ag (about 6 g per ton), Au (0.05 g per ton) and
locally some Sn (up to 0.06-0.16%).
The mined ore bo dies consist of massive pyrite in a quartzcarbonate gangue, mostly occurring at the contact between metamorphic-sedimentary rocks (phyllite, quartzite and limestone) and a
Neogenic granitic stock. Other ore minerals are scarcely more than
impurities.
Nowadays the Gavorrano deposits are nearly exhausted, the proven reserves being less than 1,000,000 tons.
The ore is now mined from three massive pyrite bodies, called
\ Rigoloccio " \ Massa Boccheggiano' and \ Valmaggiore'.
Mining first developed, at an elevation of 200 m a.s.l., at \ Fon-
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tevecchia " south of the vilI age of Gavorrano, in correspondence to
an outcrop of the limoni tic caprock (fig. la). Other sulphide concentrations were then discovered along the western side of the
granite stock, from Rigoloccio' to Valmaggiore' and exploited
down to 200 m b.s.l.. Only small mineralizations occur along the
eastern side of the intrusion, in the limonitic caprock of MonticelIo'; minor amounts of fluorite, marcasite, barite, realgar and
stibnite were also reported. Both at the northern and southern ends
of the granite stock CFonte della Anguilla' and 'I Fonte di Ravi '),
quartz-chalcedony veins contain galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite and
pyrite in uneconomic amounts.
Data on the attitude of the ore bodies can be found in: LOTTI
(1877, 1901-2, 1907, 1910, 1928, 1930), Toso (1912), DE LAUNAY (1913),
SAPPA (1921), POMPEI (1927), DE WIJKERSLOOTH (1930a, 1930b, 1934),
TURACCHI (1954), TREFZGER (1954), CAVINATO (1961), ARISI-RoTA &
VIGHI (1971), LEONARDELLI (1975).
Petrological contributions are from SAVI & MENEGHINI (1851),
VOM RATH (1873), MAROCCHI (1897), MARTELLI (1909), MARINELLI
(1961), BARBERI et al. (1971). The crystallographic characteristics of
the pyrite from Gavorrano were described by AZZINI (1929); wollastonite occurring at the intrusivc contact was studied by GIANNOTTI
(1924); FORNASERI (1941) describes the berthierite from the IRavi Marchi' mine. More detailed studies on the minerography of the opaque
minerals come from ARNOLD (1973) and NATALE (1974). Geochemical
contributions are from MINGUZZI (1947), MINGUZZI & TALLURI (1951),
TALLURI (1953), GARAVELLI (1962) who studied the distribution of the
minor elements (especially Au, Ni, Co) within iron sulphides, the
iron content of sphalerite and the chemistry of igneous and metamorphic rocks. Some sulphur isotope studies on sulphides and
sulphates were carried out by CAGLIOTI et al. (1960) and ANCARANIROSSIELLO et al. (1962).
Earlier studies on the genesis of the Gavorrano sulphide deposits propose contradictory models, according to which they are
either epigenetic and linked to the Neogenic intrusion (LOTTI, 1910;
1928; Toso, 1912; DE LAUNAY, 1913; DE WIJKERSLOOTH, 1930a; CAVINATO, 1961; MARINELLI, 1961; ARI SI-RoTA & VIGHI, 1971; JENKS, 1975),
or sedimentary-metamorphic (BODECHTEL, 1965; ARNOLD, 1973; NATALE, 1974; ZUFFARDI, 1974). We shall discuss these models in more
detail later ono
l

1

1
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Despite the abundance of the literature a comprehensive report
on the geological, attitudinal, mineralogical, textural and geo chemical data had still to be presented. This work is aimed at providing
the necessary background to eventual more detailed geochemical
and mineraI studies.

GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
a)

Regional geology

Four mai n units are present in the Gavorrano mlnlng zone,
as in the neighbouring areas of southern Tuscany. These are, from
bottom to top: 1) a phyllitic-quartzitic metamorphic complex; 2)
the (Tuscan unit', made up of calcareous and sandy formations
(Upper Triassic to Oligocene); 3) the\ Liguridi ' and \ Subliguridi "
consisting of flysch-type formations (Cretaceous to Eocene); 4) the
\ Neoautochthon', represented by post-orogenic sediments (ABBATE
et al., 1970; GIANNINI et al., 1971; DALLAN-NARDI & NARDI, 1972).
There is a generaI agreement in considering the \ Liguridi ' and
\ Subliguridi ' units as nappes overthrusting the lower units. On the
contrary, differing opinions have been expressed on the relationship
between the Tuscan Uni t and the underlying phyllitic-quartzitic
metamorphic complex. The metamorphic complex, in which lowgrade parageneses are present, underlies a carbonate sequence
beginning with the Norian \ Calcare Cavernoso' (' Burano Formation ' of some AA.); the contact was considered as a Triassic transgression by LOTTI (1910) and DE LAUNAY (1913). Both assign the
phyllitic complex to the Permian. Recently some Authors (TREVISAN,
1955; SIGNORINI, 1966; VIGHI, 1966; BORTOLOTTI et al., 1970; GIANNINI
et al., 1971; ARISI-RoTA & VIGHI, 1971), on the basis of the occurrence
of dolostone and anhydrite lenses within the phyllitic-quartzitic
complex, have considered it stratigraphically contiguous without
hiatuses to the \ Calcare cavernoso " assigning both forn1ations to
the Upper Trias. On the other hand, DE WIJKERSLOOTH (1930b, 1934)
regards the quartzites and phyllites as the regional basement
(' Tuscanide 1 ') of uncertain (Permo-Carboniferous to Triassic) age,
whereas the overlying carbonate sequence would represent an
allochthonous unit (' Tuscanide 2 '). This allochthonist model has
been resumed recently by BALDACCI et al. (1967) and DALLAN &
NARDI (1972), who describe the\ Calcare cavernoso' as the base of
a regional \ Tuscan nappe '. Seismic, borehole and drilling data from
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the Larderello-Travale geothermal field (BALDI et al., 1978; BATINI
et al., 1978; GIANELLI et al., 1978) revealed the occurrence of tectonic wedges between the 'Calcare cavernoso' and the phyllitic
complex. These results could support the allochthonist model.
The age and structure of the quartzitic-phyllitic complex have
also been the subject of debate. In the older literature the various
formations constituting the complex had been grouped together
under the broad term of ' Verrucano sensu lato' (see, e.g., GIANNINI
et al., 1971) and considered Triassic (TREVI SAN, 1955). Recently (see,
e.g., AZZARO et al., 1976; BAGNOLI et al., 1978, FRANCESCHELLI, 1978)
a distinction has been introduced between the upper quartzite levels,
referred to the Triassic " Verrucano stricto sensu' (i.e. " Quarziti di
Monte Serra ') and the underlying phyllites with quartzite and
evapori te levels CFilladi di Boccheggiano' of the 'Boccheggiano
Group '). The latter were considered post-Hercynian by COCOZZA et
al. (1974).
BAGNOLI et al. (1978), however, provide evidence of relics of a
pre-Alpine metamorphic event and suggest that the complex would
be pre-Sudetian. Owing to the lack of paleontologic and palynologic
data, the question is still open to debate. According to GIANELLI
& PUXEDDU (1979), the' Boccheggiano Group' was formed in a
sedimentary, low-Eh marine environment; characterized by the
concurrent deposition of dolomite, sulphates and sulphides and by
abasie volcanism, with re-sedimentation of its products. The
, Filladi di Boccheggiano' formation is characterized by the widespread occurrence of iron oxides and sulphides as thin levels lying
parallel to the main schistosity pIane. Economie pyrite concentra tions (e.g., at Niccioleta) are associated with the dolomite··anhydrite
lenses of the formation. Other important deposits (e.g., at Boccheggiano and Gavorrano) are located at the contact with the overlying
'Calcare cavernoso '.
It is apparent that an understanding of the nature of this
contact is of prime importance in interpreting the genesis of the
ore. On the other hand, the study of the mineralizations may help
in shedding some light on the stratigraphic and tectonic problem.
b)

Geology of the Gavorrano area

Figures la and 1b show the geologie setting of the Gavorrano
mining area, which is located in a horst limited by Mio-Pliocenic
normal faults. Three main sets of faults occur, striking N-S, NE-SW
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and NW-SE. A granite intrusion occupies the northernrnost part
of the horst (ZIA, 1954; BERTINI et al., 1969 and ARISI-RoTA & VIGHI,
1971).
Stratigraphic sequence
All the Tuscan, \ Liguridi ' and\ Subliguridi ' terranes, as well
as the phyllitic basement and the '\ Neoautochthon' are found in this
area. The oldest fossil-bearing formation is the Rhaetian \ Calcare
a Rhaetavicula' of the Tuscan Unito Below this formation the
reconstruction of the stratigraphic sequence is problematic, because
of metamorphic overprint and tectonic dislocations that affect the
area.
According to LOTTI (1901-2, 1910, 1928), upper Triassic terranes,
consisting of alternating schists and limestones, underlie without
hiatus the Rhaetian \ Calcari grigi dolomitici' (= '\ Calcare Rhaetavicula ') and the\ Calcare cavernoso'. These calcareous schists are
reported along the NW side of the intrusion; the shallowest ore
bodies CMassa Praga " \ Unione', etc.) of the area are associated
with these rocks. Andalusite-bearing schists, found both on the
northern and southern margins of the granite stock CFonte dell'Anguilla' and '\ Fonte di Ravi' respectively) are considered by
Lotti to be the oldest (Permian) formation of the area.
The same rocks were assigned by DE WIJKERSLOOTH (1934) to the
basement CTuscanide 1 '), while the calcareous schists are referred,
along with the overlying \ Calcare cavernoso " to the overthrusting
\ Tuscanide 2 ' complex.
MARINELLI (1961), SIGNORINI (1966) and ARISI-RoTA & VIGHI
(1971) assign the schists of Fonte dell'Anguilla and Fonte di Ravi to
the\ Formazione filladica di Boccheggiano', while the calcareous

Fig. 1 - Geological sketch map of the Gavorrano area (a) and cross-section A-B (b)
(Slightly modified version of map by ARISI ROTA & VIGHI, 1971).
1) tourmaline-rich microgranite; 2} granite; 3) alluvium and debris (Quaternary);
4) \ Neoautochthon' (Neogene-Quaternary); 5) \ Liguridi s.I.'; 6) \ Subligur,i di ';
7) \ Marne a Posidonomya' (Dogger); 8) \ Calcare selcifero' (Middle to Upper
Lias); 9} \ Rosso ammonitico' (Sinemurian); lO) \ Calcare massiccio' (Hettangian); 11) \ Calcare a Rhaetavicula' (Rhaetian), partly metamorphosed (dotted
area); 12) \ Calcare cavernoso' (Upper Trias-Norian?), partly metamorphosed
(dotted area); 13) metamorphosed quartzites of ' \ Verrucano s.s. (?)'; 14) metamorphosed quartz<itic phyllites of the \ Formazione filladica di Boccheggiano'
(Paleowic?); 15) borehole; 16) fault; 17) strike and dip; 18) trace of the geologic
cross-section.
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schists are considered the lowermost transitional member of the
\ Calcare cavernoso' formation.
We made a detailed examination of the phyllites and quartzites
outcropping north and south of the Gavorrano intrusion. Underground sampling was ma de at levels of -110, -130 and -200 m,
in the mine tunnels crossing the\ Massa Boccheggiano' and 'Valmaggiore' stocks. Cores from two boreholes (Fig. la) north of
Rigoloccio (n. 232) and south of Ravi (n. 259) were also examined.
Borehole n. 232 reveals that, under marly dark-gray limestones
referrable to Rhaetian\ Calcare a Rhaetavicula', a dolostone with
interbedded shaly and sulphate (anhydrite and gypsum) levels is
presento These formations overlie quartzites with minor phyllitic
levels. Similar rocks outcrop at \ Fonte dell'Anguilla' (Fig. la), are
also present in borehole n. 259 and are possibly also in contact with
the pyrite body of '\ Valmaggiore'. These quartzites show a granoblastic inequigranular or seriate texture; the clasts are mainly
represented by quartz, with minor fragments of phyllite, tourmalini te and red porphyries. Strained quartz fragments with undulate , extinction are partially recrystallized in a finer polygonal
aggregate owing to thermal metamorphism; nevertheless, the originaI texture of the rock is stilI recognizable. \ Tourmalinite' and
\ red porphyry' clasts permit a correlation of these rocks with the
Triassic '\ Verrucano ' CQuarziti di Monte Serra'; RAU & TONGIORGI,
1974; BAGNOLI et al., 1978).
Hornfelses deriving from quartzitic phyllites and metagraywackes constitute the deepest level of borehole n. 232 and outcrop
near Ravi (Fig. la). Moreover, these rocks form the bedrock of the
, Massa Boccheggiano' and \ Valmaggiore' sulphide stocks. Despite
intense recrystallization and the growth of biotite and porphyroblastic andalusite, textural relics show that the originaI rocks were
fine-grained quartzitic phyllites, graphitic schists and metagraywackes; primary minerals include quartz, chlorite, albite, sericite,
ilmenite, sphene and minor apatite, tourmaline and zircon; at least
two S-surfaces can be recognized; texture is granoblastic equigranular. These features permit us to refer the rocks to the '\ Boccheggiano Group' described by BAGNOLI et al. (1978).
The local stratigraphic sequence is summarized as follows:
below the '\ Calcare cavernoso' formation a discontinuous \ Verrucano stricto sensu ' horizon overlies the \ Filladi di Boccheggiano '.
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We could not find the 'calcareous schists ' reported previously by
several authors; it is not clear whether they represent a discontinuous lowermost member of the ' Calcare cavernoso' formation or,
rather, the calcareous schist of the ' Filladi di Boccheggiano' formation.
Magmatism and contact metamorphism
According to MARINELLI (1961), the Gavorrano intrusion is a
quartz-monzonite with minor tourmaline-rich microgranite, porphyry and aplitic dykes; BARBERI et al. (1971) classify the main stock
as granite. Its radiometric K/ Ar age is 4.9 m.y. (BORSI et al. 1967).
The intrusion is related to Mio-Pliocenic crustal magmatism whose
intrusive bodies are as a rule characterized by shallow emplacement
and a fast cooling rate. The thermal gradient around the intrusion
probably decreased rapidly outwards (BARBERI et aL, 1971). The
most likely ascending pathway for the magma may be located
more or less just under the town of Gavorrano, possibly at the
intersection of two fauIt systems, one Apenninic (NW-SE) and the
other anti-Apenninic (NE-SW). The magma mainly rose along Apenninic directions, with limited laccolithic expansion at the northern
and sou thern ends, in truding the sedimen tary rocks as far as the
lowermost member of the Tuscan Unit (i.e., the' Calcare cavernoso '). The area was then affected by faul ts rela ted to the cooling
and shinking of the igneous mass oThe sedimentary cover at the ti me
of the intrusion might have been represented by the Tuscan sequence
and the overlying Ligurian nappes . The maximum overall thickness
may be estimated at 2000-2500 m, which corresponds to a lithostatic
pressure in the range of 0.5-1.0 kbar. Owing to the shallow depth of
intrusion and to the presence of fractures, tectònic overpressures
are not considered and from now on we shall assume that Pf!uid =
Plithostatic = 500 bars.
The originaI contact between granite and country rocks is
generally fauIted, so that the width of the contact metamorphic
aureole cannot be evaluated with precision; however, according to
MARINELLI (1961) it does not exceed 200-300 m, in agreement with
the estimated steepness of the thermal gradient around the granite.
Apart from the basement and the 'Calcare cavernoso', the only
formation affected by thermal metamorphism is possibly the Rhae-
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tian '\ Calcare a Rhaetavicula', as ZIA (1954) included in this formation some graphitic schists (i.e., ' Calcari neri' of Zia) at Fonte
dell'Anguilla which contain biotite and diopsidic pyroxene of thermal metamorphic origino
Contact metamorphism is present only for some tens of metres
from the granite, as indicated by porphyroblastic andalusite or
biotite flakes of up to 1-3 mm. At the intrusive contact the assemblage quartz+muscovite+K-feldspar+andalusite is widely represented as the thermometamorphic product in both the Triassic
Verrucano and the quartzite and phyllite of the \ Filladi di Boccheggiano '. At 500 bars this assemblage shoud be in equilibrium (in the
system K20-Alz03-SiOz-HzO) at temperatures around 530°C (CHATTERJEE & JOHANNES, 1974; SKIPPEN, 1977).
In Mg- and Fe-bearing phyllites the significant assemblage found
near the intrusive contact is quartz+muscovite+chlorite+cordierite+ biotite. Extrapolation from the experimental data of SEIFERT
(1970) would pIace the equilibrium Mg-chlorite+muscovite+quartz
= Mg-cordierite+phlogopite at about 480'°C at 500 bars pressure;
in an Fe-bearing system this temperature will be somewhat lower.
The contact granite-carbonate rocks is characterized by a more
complex situation. Thermometamorphic silicate assemblages along
this contact have been described by severai authors (l\1ARTELLI,
1909; LOTTI, 1910; GIANNOTTI, 1924; BARBERI et aL, 1971). The minerals reported are garnet, epidote, spine!, wollastonite, diopside,
olivine (forsterite), scapoli te, quartz, calcite and vesuvianite. The
extent of these occurrences is, as in generaI for thermometamorphic
phenomena in the area, quite limited. ARISI-RoTA & VIGHI (1971)
point out that, where these silicates are present, the contact granitelimestone is barren.
The only report of metasomatic phenomena is a quite vague
mention by TREFZGER (1954) who describes the occurrence, at Vignaccio, of calc-silicate masses 'similar to the Swedish skarns'.
Metamorphism is considered by BARBERI et al. (1971) to have been
essentially isochemical.
We have examined the granite-' Calcare cavernoso' contacts
occurring at the surface just west of the town of Gavorrano and,
underground, at the -200 m levei of the '\ Massa' Boccheggiano'
pyrite body. Other underground contacts are unfortunately no
longer accessible. The only recognizable thermometamorphic effect
in the surface contacts is the recrystallization of the limestone, with
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up to 1 cm growth of calcite and dolomite crystals. No silicate levels
are found. Two different situations were encountered at the -200 m
level.
Sometimes a dolomitic marble occurs at the contact; in other
places a calc-silicate hornfels with some skarn occurrence is observed a few metres from the contact. The dolomitic marble consists
of centimetric calcite and dolomite crystals. Recrystallization effect
sharply wanes ten metres from the contact. Mineralized patches
occur in the dolomitic marble. Sphalerite is the major sulphide
here, with minor pyrite and chalcopyrite. Pyrrhotite and galena are
present only as inclusions in pyrite and sphalerite respectively. The
FeS content in sphalerite ranges from 2.6 to 4.3 moles % (GREGORIO
et al., 1980). Vugs lined by calcite, dolomite, quartz and pyrite
are also presento The contact with the granite is characterized by
the presence of pyrite, chalcopyrite and minor galena, in a chloritequartz-carbonate gangue.
The calc-silicate hornfels appears to be essentially a forsterite
marble, the stable primary mineraI assemblage being: forsterite+
calcite ± dolomite. This assemblage is stable (in the system CaOMgO-Si0 2-H 20-C0 2, when PC02+PH20= P to t = 500 bars and both CaC0 3
and MgC03 activities are fixed by the calcite-dolomite miscibility
gap) only above 400°C, no matter what the XC02 is in the fluid
(SKIPPEN, 1974). Accessory minerals include spinel, plagioclase and
scapolite. The only opaque mineraI is represented by widespread
traces of pyrite as subhedral single grains.
The contact granite/calc-silicate hornfels is marked by a 1-2 m
band consisting of major diopside, garnet, dolomite and calcite
towards the hornfels and of epidote, tremolite, diopside, scapolite,
calcite, garnet and typical granite minerals towards the igneous rock
Much thinner (few cm) veins of endoskarn with the same mineraI
assemblages cut the granite a few m from the contact. The band
may be regarded as a \ reaction skarn ' (in the sense given by BURT,
1977) where exchange phenomena of Ca and Mg towards the intrusive, and of Si and Al towards the hornfels, took pIace. Diopside
and tremolite-bearing exoskarn veins penetrate the calc-silicate hornfels a few meters from the contact. Calcite, dolomite, ilvaite, garnet,
idocrase, wollastonite, chlorite, scapolite, K-feldspars and plagioclase
are also presento
Minor quantities of needle-like hematite partly transformed
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in magneti te are strictly associated with ilvaite. Hexagonai pyrrhotite replaced by monoclinic and/or marcasite plus mottled pyrite,
associated with traces of chalcopyrite, is also presento
The mode of occurrence and banded texture in the hand specimen, along with the development of centimetric crystais of diopside, tremolite and calcite, permit us to classify these veins as
, replacement skarns' (in the sense of BURT, 1977).
The boundary between the calc-silicate hornfeis and the skarn
is characterized by a narrow (few tenth of mm) band where phlogopite and tremolite (± actinolite) develop. Tremolite forms outwards and is diffused within the marble in equilibrium with serpentine minerals. These zoned mineraI assemblages suggest a prograde K, Mg (plus Al and Si) metasomatism towards the marbles
and a Ca metasomatism towards the skarn. The occurrence of
idocrase and ilvaite would indicate a fluid of Iow XC02 (see BARTHOLOMÈ & DIMANCHE, 1967; KERRICK et al., 1973; OLESCH, 1978).
The presence of wollastonite also supports this idea, since high XC02
values imply the formation of wollastonite at very high temperature
(600° to 700aC - GREENWOOD, 1967), which is not in agreement with
the temperature of 530°C inferred from the mineraI assemblages
in the pelitic rocks (see above).
Away from the intrusive, forsterite-bearing marbles grade into
a quartz-calcite-dolomite marble. Owing to the overlapping with
skarn occurrences and the extreme narrowness of the aureole, a
distinct prograde sequence cannot be recognized. Either tremoli te
or diopside could represent the markers of intermedia te steps between forsterite-Iacking and forsterite-bearing marbles. Moreover,
the quartz content of the Iow-grade rocks seems too low to account
for all the forsterite found in the high-grade paragenesis. Thus some
silica was probably introduced during metamorphism. The forsterite being widespread, fine-grained and not related to any apparent
pathway for infiltration, the mechanism most likely for the introduction of the silica is diffusion. These' calc-silicate hornfels ' would
then grade into 'reaction skarn'. Occurrence of some metres of
forsterite-bearing ~ reaction skarn ' is typical at the contact between
acidic intrusives and magnesian limestones (PERTSEV, 1974; BURT,
1977) .
The area of Gavorrano was the seat of a widespread hydrothermai activity, with retrograde phenomena affecting the high-
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temperature parageneses. Forsterite and diopside are often altered
into serpentine, tremolite, chlorite and tale; vein minerals including
quartz, adularia, epidote, sulphides and locally calcite, albite and
tremoli te are found extensively as late-stage products. Epidote and
adularia are commonly found as hydrothermal minerals in the
present-day geothermal fields, generally in the range 250-300 C
(SEKI, 1972; MUFFLER & WRITE, 1969). At Rigoloccio, hydrothermal
activity has also extensively affected both the granite and pyrite
body, with production of goethite and clay minerals, including
halloysite, which suggests a maximum temperature around 175°C
(Roy & OSBORN, 1954) for the final stage. The higher-temperature
mineraI assemblages indicate a nearly neutral or slightly basic
hydrothermal fluid, whereas the appearance of clay minerals at
lower temperatures points to lower pH values (see BROWNE & ELLIS,
1970).
In conclusion, the conditions during thermal metamorphism
at Gavorrano may be summarized as follows: the pelitic and calcareous rocks were metamorphosed at the contact, at a temperature reaching 53~C, which sharply decreased across a steep thermal
gradient. Pressure was about 500 bars. Metamorphism was essentially isochemical, as the metamorphic assemblages seem to reflect
the originaI rock compositions. Mobilization of non-volatile components was limited to diffusion exchange between carbonate and
silica-bearing rocks. A later metasomatic event produced the emplacement of very limited amounts of a diopsidic skarn, from fluids
characterized by low CO2 contents. Relatively low contact temperatures and limited thermometamorphic effects support MARINELLI'S
(1961) contention that the intrusive rock, when emplaced, was
already in an advanced stage of cooling. The area was subsequently
affected by late stage hydrothermal activity, possibly developing
at low pressure and decreasing temperature from 3000 to 170~.
Q

ATTITUDE AND COMPOSITION OF TRE ORE BODIES
The ore bo dies exploited so far at Gavorrano are massive pyrite
stocks with little quartz-calcite gangue. Figures 2 and 3 show their
shape and structure, as deduced from the literature and mining
companies' reports, as well as from our own observations. Figure 2
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also reports the contour lines of the top of the quartzitic-phyllitic
complex and of the granite.
Two different structural settings (see also Fig. 3) are encountered:
a) Some ore bodies are found at the contact between the granite
and the country rocks, whether they be ~ Calcare cavernoso' or the
phyllitic-quartzitic complex. The mai n sulphide production derives
from this type of ore. The ' Rigoloccio' concentrations are found
north of Gavorrano, while south of this town an apparentIy continuous producing horizon is represented by the stocks of ' Massa
Praga ', " Cambi " Risorgimento " , Massa Boccheggiano ',' Unione "
Montecatini " Vignaccio' and by the smaller Radini', Ortino '
and Val Marinella' oocurrences. A remarkable variety of attitudinal
features can be observed in these bodies: roughly lenticular masses
CRigoloccio '), massive stocks dismembered by fractures that become increasingly complex towards the intrusive contact CMassa
Boccheggiano '), metasomatic masses CVignaccio '), filling veins
CUnione " Risorgimento '). The latter extend locally CMassa Praga " Cambi ') into the granite itself, which in turn contains at the
contact up to 70% disseminated pyrite (LOTTI, 1910, 1928; Toso,
1912; DE WUKERSLOOTH, 1934; TREFZGER, 1954; TURACCHI, 1954; ARISIROTA & VIGHI, 1971). The ore is mined nowadays at ' Rigoloccio '
and Massa Boccheggiano' only.
1

1

1

1

1

'I

1

'I

I

b) Some massive pyrite, roughly lens-shaped bodies occur at the
contact between the Triassic Calcare cavernoso' and the quartzitic-phyllitic complex and do not show any direct relationship with
the igneous rock. This producing horizon includes the ore bodies
of Calvo " , Grottone " Serratina ' and • Puccioni " now exhausted,
and ' Valmaggiore', still exploited (LOTTI, 1910, 1928; Toso, 1912;
DE WUKERSLOOTH, 1934; TREFZGER, 1954; ARI SI-RoTA & VIGHI, 1971).
'I

1

'I

Fig. 2 - Location of the pyrite ore bodies directly overlying the metamorphic complex (i.e., , Filladi di Boccheggiano' and ' Verruca no s.s. '). Based on cartography
of the mining company.
1) topographic contour l,i nes (in m a.s.l.) . The level of the individuaI points on
the surface are also indicated (solid circles); 2) geologie boundaries on the topographic surface: granite (y), 'Verrucano s.s.' and 'Filladi di Boccheggiano'
(dotted areas); 3) underground contour lines of the granite; 4) underground
contour lines of the top of the metamorphic complex (in m); 5} depth of the
contact granite-metamorphic complex-' Calcare cavernoso' (or pyrite bodies};
6) contact surfaces between the metamorphic complex and the ore bodies.
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The sulphide stocks being mined at present will now be described in detail.

I) Rigoloccio - The producing levels are now about 45 m b.s.I.
and consist of lens-shaped pyrite bo dies dipping steeply and lying
between the Calcare cavernoso' and the granite. At present the
ore-limestone contact is not exposed. Late-stage hydrothermal alteration affected both the granite and the pyrite, producing day beds
(montmorillonite, illite, kaolinite, endellite, with some siderite) and
iron hydroxide (mainly goethite) beds, interlayered with pyrite
(FURIERI et al., in prep.). Even iron hydroxide was mined occasionally. Unaltered pyrite is associated with a quartz-sericite gangue.
The sulphur contents of the ore are up to 52%, in agreement with
the absence of any other sulphide than pyrite (Table 1) . Chemical
(KMn04 + H ZS0 4 1: 1, or concentrated HN03) or electrolytic etching
showed that the pyrite crystals are zoned, the core being formed
by roundshaped grains, surrounded by octahedral and cubic rims
(Plates la, band c).
I

II) Massa Boccheggiano - Mining nowadays is developed around
200 m b.s.l., at the bottom of a pyrite stock in contact with the
Calcare cavernoso " the phyllitic complex and the intrusion (Fig. 4) .
Several dykes of aplite and porphyric granite cut both the granite
and country rocks (MARINELLI, 1961).
The phyllites and quartzites are transformed into hornfelses,
but textural relics permit us to assign them to the ' Filladi di Boccheggiano '. The Calcare cavernoso' is strongly recrystallized and
up to about ten metres from the contact it appears as a dolomitic
marble; some calc-silicate hornfels and skarn are also present at the
granite-limestone contact (see previous section). A detailed sampling
of ores and host rocks was ma de from -185 down to -204 m.
Table 1 summarizes the mineralogy and petrography of the rock
types found at ~ Massa Boccheggiano '.
The ore body of Massa Boccheggiano consists of massive pyrite,
showing a coarse- to fine-grained, sometimes catadastic, structure.
Fractures in the pyrite are often filled by calcite, dolomite and, less
commonly, by a little galena. Vugs lined by crystals up to several
cm are not uncommon. Locally the catadastic structure grades into
tectonic breccias, ma de up of co arse pyrite fragments in a finegrained pyrite matrix. These breccias are related to faults and
fractures dismembering the stock. Displacement of thesè faults is
I

I
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--I
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granite
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Table 1 - Mineralogy of the ore bodries and contact metamorphic rocks at Gavorrano. Bar thickness roughly represents the relative
abundance of the mineraI for each association. Paragenetic sequence is shown approximately by the position of the bar,
from left (early) to right (late)_
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minor, nor do they appear to be aligned along any particular
direction. Apart from these occurrences the stock is remarkably
high-grade, with little gangue and not other sulphides than pyrite.
Pyrrhotite, locally in sizable concentrations, was reportedly encountered during earlier mining works. The contacts with phyllites and
limestone are generally sharp, wall rock replacement being limited
to the hand specimen scale. Structural etching on pyrite revealed
only ill-defined growth textures.
Ore features at the granite-ore body contact are somewhat
different with respect to the main pyrite stock. An abundant quartz
gangue is present; pyrite shows inclusions of pyrrhotite and minor
sphalerite, the latter containing chalcopyrite blebs. Textural evidence
indicates, however, that some sphalerite is younger than the pyrite:
in this case a little galena is emplaced at the pyrite-sphalerite
contact; sphalerite contains 3.1 to 4.3 moles % FeS (GREGORIO et al.,
1980). Pseudomorphs of magneti te after hematite also occur,
mainly as inclusions in pyrite. Minor aggregate of melnikovitic
pyrite, associated with goethite, are locally present. Cassiterite has
been found locally in the quartz gangue. Structural etching on
pyrite revealed many interesting textures. The generaI trend is to
an increase in size and euhedrality of the crystals from a low-crystallinity or anhedral core to coarser, subhedral to euhedral crystals.
We may observe a) framboid-like aggregates grading to ringshaped
clusters of larger crystals (Plate le). These aggregates should not
be defined as true '\ framboids' (cfr. typical pictures of these, e.g.,
in LOVE & AMsTuTz, 1966; LOVE et al., 1971), in that the single grains
are less closely packed and of markedly different sizes; their overall
aspect is definitely less \ raspberry-like' than that of the true
\ framboids '; b) zonal accretion of a single crystal with recurrent
sequences of alternating microcrystalline pyrite and surfaces of
euhedral crystals (Plates 2b, c, d and f). Sometimes structure etching
reveals that the outermost rim of otherwise euhedral crystals
consist of low-crystallinity pyrite (Plate 2f); c) cores of radiaI aggregates of pyrite needles that possibly developed after acicular marcasite (Plate 2e).
In the NW part of the -200 m level, near the ore body-granite
contact, pyrite partly includes a carbonate lens, ma de up essentially
of calcite. The contact with the ore is marked by the occurrence of
muscovite, chlorite, calcite concretions and several opaque minerals:
sphalerite, galena, chalcopyrite and minor tetrahedrite, hematite,
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chalcocite and covellite are present with the pyrite. Euhedral pyrite
crystals show hematite inclusions and are often in turn surrounded
by chalcopyrite. Ring-like aggregates of subhedral pyrite crystals
whose size increases from the core outwards are typical of this
occurrence. The core itself is often oocupied by tetrahedrite or
calcite that apparently replaces the sulphosalt (Plate Id). Sphalerite
and galena show mutuaI boundary relationships; they appear to
be younger than pyri te and chalcopyri te, the la tter often being
present as inclusions in the sphalerite. The FeS content of the
sphalerite ranges from 2.1 to 6.0 moles %. Structural etching on
pyrite revealed for many grains a colloform, low-crystallinity core
(Plate 1, f, g, h; Plate 2a) .
III) Valmaggiore - A lens-shaped body is mined at Valmaggiore
at the phyllites-~ Calcare cavernoso' contact, from -80 down to
-160 m. The stock dips NW-SE and strikes SW; thickness ranges
from 2 to 30 m. The bedrock is represented by hornfelses deriving
from the '\ Filladi di Boccheggiano'; the metamorphic grade is
remarkably lower than that noted at \ Massa Boccheggiano '.
The contact is sharp and concordant. The bedrock is only
weakly mineralized; pyrite crystals, completely enclosed in quartz,
are aligned parallel to the main schistosity.
The roof contact with the \ Calcare cavernoso' is not well
exposed; replacement of the limestone by the ore, if any, is not
apparento
The gangue mainly consists of calcite and dolomite, with minor
quartz and siderite; muscovite, chlorite and epidote are also present
at the contact with the hornfelses. Apart from pyrite, other ore
minerals (pyrrhotite, magnetite, hematite, chalcopyrite, stibnite and
marcasite) rarely occur.
Overall ore grade is however slightly lower with respect to
'Massa Boccheggiano' and \ Rigoloccio '. The pyrite features are
quite similar to those found in the main stock at ' Massa Boccheggiano ': fine- to coarse-grained masses of subhedral crystals, with
fractures filled by gangue minerals. Replacement of the latter by
pyrite is also observed. Structure etching on pyrite revealed rare
and rather poor textural relics. The magnetite is pseudomorphic
after bladed hematite and is associated with siderite; the blades
often display a rhombohedral or triangular array (Plate 2, g) which
may suggest the previous existence of hematite lamellae replacing
siderite along cleavage planes, as proposed by DE WIJKERSLOOTH
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(1930a). The pyrrhotite forms lamellar aggregates extensively altered
into marcasite and pyrite; unaltered pyrrhotite is present as small
inclusions in pyrite. Minor chalcopyrite fills the intergranular spaces
between the pyrite crystals. Another locally observed phenomenon
is the late growth of melnikovitic pyrite, which takes places starting
in the fractures and intergranular spaces of earlier pyrite crystals,
with development of banded textures (PIa te 2, h). The X-ray scanning
images revealed no compositional difference between the layers
forming the concretional texture.

Concluding remarks
The most significant features of the ore bodies may be summarized as follows:
a) the ore bodies are massive, mostly coarse-grained, highgrade, low-gangue; as pointed out by JENKS (1975), if they are a
product of replacement, it must have been a remarkably complete
one;
b) the contacts with the bedrock (phyllites) are sharp and
roughly concordant; the occurrence of pyrite breccias was ascribed
by DE WIJKERSLOOTH (1934) to the overlapping of the pyrite-forming
process with the final stages of the tectonic activity that thrust the
'Tuscanide 2' onto the phyllites. However, these pyrite breccias
seem rather to be linked to local fault systems; in fact, they have
not been observed at the ore-phyllite contact;
c) the proximity of the intrusive is characterized by a marked
change in the attitude and mineralogy of the ore bodies. The ore
occurs as veins, metasomatic masses, disseminations into granite.
The gangue is more abundant and more siliceous. Pb and Zn minerals are concentrated here, especially where limestone is also
presento Textural relics into pyrite are also more abundant and
more significant near the intrusive contact; they become increasingly rarer and poorer as they move away from it.

ORE GENESIS

Previous theories
A genetic interpretation of the Gavorrano ore bodies was first
proposed by LOTTI (1901-2, 1910, 1928). Based on the occurrence of
disseminated pyrite in the granite, in locally sizable concentrations,
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he proposed a magmatic segregation ori gin for the mineralization.
This hypothesis was later reconsidered by CAVINATO (1961).
According to Toso (1912), the pyrite bodies penetrating the
granite might represent the product of replacement of calcareous
masses by ore-forming fluids ascending along the granite-limestone
contacts, producing ore bodies mostly in a vein-like attitude. Toso
thus referred the genesis of the mineralization to 'vaporous emanations related and subsequent to the granite, ascending through
fractures in the schists of the basement' which 'metasomatically
affected the schistous and cavernous limestones '. The last witnesses
of these endogenous processes would be represented by the CO 2
and H 2 S-bearing thermal springs of Bagni di Gavorrano and Caldana (NW and south of Gavorrano respectively). This pyrometasomatic model was subsequently accepted and re-elaborated by
TREFZGER (1954), MARINELLI (1961), ARISI-RoTA & VIGHI (1971) and
others. In particular, MARINELLI (1961), though the main point of
interest was the intrusion itself rather than the ore occurrence,
stated that ' pyrite is never found as a primary mineraI in any type
of magmatic rock of the Gavorrano intrusion ' and that this mineraI
makes its appearance subsequent to the magmatic crystallization
related to autometamorphism or albitization phenomena. Moreover,
the mineralized veins cutting the thermometamorphic rocks of the
aureole are later than the metamorphism and then subsequent to
the intrusion. Thus, according to MARINELLI, the ore-forming process is pneumatolythic to frankly hydrothermal. We think that this
classic pyrometasomatic model requires at least a criticaI examination, in the light of the following facts: a) a clearcut metasomatic
character is observed only in the bo dies nearest to the intrusive;
b) as will appear from a later discussion, a simple pyrometasomatic
model would hardly account for the textural relics in pyrite; c) the
extent of metasomatic phenomena in the contact aureole is frankly
limited. It seems rather unlikely that pyrometasomatic activity
would have resulted in the emplacement of several million tons of
sulphide, without producing any sizable skarn masso We recall
that elsewhere in southern Tuscany, from a quite similar genetic
environment (T = 450°C, pressure of a few hundred bars. presence
of fracture), important skarn occurrences are encountered along
with sulphide and oxide mineralizations (TANELLI, 1977, 1978).
DE WIJKERSLOOTH (1930a, 1930b, 1934) proposed a generaI model
in which the ore deposits of Tuscany are related to the overthrusting
planes of the Mio-Pliocenic tectonic activity. Siderite deposits, ori-
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ginated during the first stages of the Apenninic orogeny from earlyorogenic basic magmas (ophiolites), would have been subsequently
transformed into iron oxides by dynamic and thermal metamorphism and, in turn, into local iron sulphides by sulphur-bearing
fluids of graniti c affiliation. To support his thesis De Wijkerslooth
interprets the occurrence of hematite lamellae in triangular and
rhombohedral arrays as evidence for hematite formation along
cleavage surfaces of pre-existing siderite rhombohedra. He also
finds examples of pyrite pseudomorphosis after hematite in the
Ritorto deposit, 20 km north of Gavorrano. The sulphidation of
the ores would have been mainly post-kynematic with some exceptions, e.g., at Gavorrano, as demonstrated by the occurrence of laminated and brecciated pyrite. Here the tectonic activity would
correspond to the overthrusting of the '\ Tuscanide 2' over the
phyllites. Magnetite, hematite and siderite showing textural relationships which possibly support DE WUKERSLOOTH' s hypothesis
were also observed by uso However, it should be noted that a) De
Wijkerslooth's palinspastic interpretation of the Apenninic ophiolites is clearly out-of-date; b) we have not found any positive evidence at Gavorrano that supports his tectonic model; c) siderite is
present only in trace amounts in all deposits of southern Tuscany.
A volcano-sedimentary origin, with subsequent metamorphic
overprint, was proposed for the iron deposits of southern Tuscany
by BODECHTEL (1965). Primary hematite-pyrite Permo-Triassic deposits would have been thermally metamorphosed during the MioPliocenic emplacement of the graniti c stocks. This metamorphic
effect would have been especially strong at Gavorrano. This model
relies mainly on the strata-bound character of most ore-bodies;
Bodechtel finds evidence for Permo-Triassic volcanism in some
occurrences of porphyroids in the Tuscan basement; metamorphic
imprint on the ores would be demonstrated by the transformations
hematite - magneti te and pyrite - pyrrhotite near the intrusive
contacts. In this respect we point out that a) the muskhetovitization
process is observed not only in the deposits related to Triassic
formations but in the post-Triassic ones as well (e.g., Ritorto and
Fenice Capanne); b) pyrrhotite occurrence is neither clearly nor
univocally related to the proximity of intrusives. The mineralogical
changes reported by Bodechtel may well be ascribed to chemical,
rather than to thermal, variations (CORSINI et al., 1975). This does
not mean, of course, that a volcano-sedimentary origin must be
ruled out. Recent observations, however, suggest a Silurian-Devo-
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nian, rather than Permo-Triassic, age for the Tuscan porphyroids
(which are part of the ' Buti Group' of BAGNOLI et al., 1978). The
metallogenic significance of this volcanism has, at any rate, stilI
to be demonstrated.
Synsedimentary genetic models have also been proposed: regional and thermal metamorphism would have affected and partialIy remobilized primary Triassic deposits of evapori tic (JENKS,
1975) or sabkha (ZUFFARDI, 1974) origino JENKS (1975) notably
believes that the Gavorrano deposits (namely, \ Massa Boccheggiano', to which his description seems to refer) are the result of a
complete remobilization process, producing 'discordant and epigenetic ore bodies.
I

Bearing of textural relics in pyrite on ore genesis
Studies on textural relics revealed by structural etching on
pyrite have recently been considered to support a sedimentarymetamorphic origin of the deposits . ARNOLD (1973) described textural
relics entirely similar to our findings. The author interpreted the
microcrystalline, framboidal and/or colloform textures of the cores
of euhedral crystals as witnesses, only partialIy erased by later metamorphic events, of a primary low-temperature crystallization of
pyrite. In particular, Arnold studied a number of samples from
Gavorrano and Niccioleta, claiming evidence for in situ thermometamorphic recrystallization of a primary low-crystallinity pyrite.
Re rules out any significant remobilization processo We think that,
at Gavorrano, this picture can logically be referred to the bo dies
farthest from the intrusion, although no mention is made by Arnold
about the exact location of his samples. NATALE (1974), in his
otherwise exhaustive study of pyrite from several Tuscan deposits,
could examine a few samples only from Gavorrano, finding meager
evidence for textural relics. While stressing the preliminary character of his results, he tentatively concluded that Gavorrano
represents the most metamorphosed deposit, where all but a few
primary textural features have been cancelled out by thermal metamorphism.
The characteristics and spatial distribution of textural relics
we observed at Gavorrano seem to require a rather complex interpretation. Framboidal and/or colloform textures of pyrite have
for a long time been considered as results of low temperature processes. In particular, the presence of organic matter was believed
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to be essential in the formation of framboids, some of which can
be considered as microfossils (see TRUDINGER, 1976, for a discussion
and a comprehensive reference list). During the last ten years,
experimen tal evidence has been produced (BERNER, 1969; F ARRAND,
1970) to demonstrate that the formation of framboids from purely
inorganic processes and at temperatures up to 2500C (SUNAGAWA
et al., 1971) is also possible. CHEN (1978) ascribes to chemical precipitation the colloform and framboidal textures of pyrite from the
Caribou deposits, New Brunwick. Development of framboids seems
to depend on the mechanism of formation of pyrite. The latter may
be precipitated directly from the solution, or else involve, as a first
step, the formation of an iron monosulphide turning subsequently
into greigite and eventually pyrite (see BERNER, 1971 and RICKARD,
1975, with references). SWEENEY & KAPLAN (1973) believe that the
spherical textures that developed upon transformation of the firstformed monosulphide into greigite, are the basis for the formation
of framboids. During the greigite-pyrite transformation these spherical textures may either be preserved of evolve to framboids, owing
to internaI nucleation of pyrite crystallites. Sweeney & Kaplan
obtain framboidal structures in an aqueous medium at 85°C, while
in absence of water the spherical texture inherited from greigite
is preserved up to 400°C. No framboids at all are observed by
RICKARD (1975) in pyrite directly precipitated from the solution,
without the intermediate iron sulphide steps. Finally, framboidal
and/or colloform textures may be the result of fast precipitation
of crystallites from supersaturated solutions (ROEDDER, 1968; FARRAND, 1970; ARNOLD, 1976). Farrand found that the originally formed
framboids generally evolve to larger single crystals if not isolated
from the solution. ARNOLD (1976) suggests that an increase of temperature (e.g., upon metamorphism) tends to transform these lowcrystallinity textures into more stable configurations, that is, mosaic
crystal Cparacrystal' of Arnold) and eventually monocrystals. Pyrite
is notoriously a refractory mineraI, so that in a rapidly evolving
system relics of the intermediate steps will be preserved and revealed by structure etching of the final pyrite crystal. On the contrary,
little trace of the previous stages will be found when the system was
able to completely re-equilibrate into the most stable configuration.
In this context, we propose the following interpretation of the
observed textures and of their spatial distribution at Gavorrano:
near the intrusion pyrite was remobilized and reprecipitated from
supersaturated solutions, producing low crystallinity Cframboidal'
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and ' colloform ') textures; some marcasite might aiso have formed.
The temperature being relatively high, there was a quick evolution
of these Iow crystallini ty forms towards coarser and subhedrai
crystais. The transformation, however, took pIace in a rapidly
changing environment, where equilibrium was not fully attained.
This resulted in a partiai preservation of the intermediate steps;
our 'framboid-like aggregates ' might represent the first evolution
of originally formed ' true ' framboids. Severai episodes of precipitation and recrystallization seem to have occurred, as demonstrated
by the repeated alternance of Iow-crystallinity and euhedrai pyrite
Iayers. On the contrary, no remobilization took pIace away from
the intrusive; pyrite bodies were only affected by thermai metamorphism, resulting in a recrystallization of pyrite as coarse individuais. The environmentai conditions being relatively homogeneous, complete equilibrium was attained, with near totai erasement of any earlier texture. We might point out that the ore where
abundant texturai relics were found appears to have been remobilized, whereas those bodies, where no such textures are observed,
might well have pre-existed the granite. At any rate, formation of
both types of pyrite from a common process seems to be precluded.

Geochemical data
The limited geochemicai data available so far makes a small
contribution towards the genetic interpretation of the Gavorrano
deposits. MINGUZZI & TALLURI (1951) determined spectrographically
the Co (60 to 114 ppm) and Ni (absent) contents of three pyrite
samples. The same authors point out that a very high Co/Ni ratio
is characteristic of all Tuscan pyrites (*). Pyrites of magmatic-hydrothermai origin are believed to show, as a rule, higher Co/Ni ratios
than those formed in a sedimentary environment (FLEISCHER, 1955).
However, the metamorphic overprint on sedimentary pyrite may
result in a substantiai increase of the Co/Ni ratio (ITO, 1971). In
generaI, genetic interpretations of the content of these metais in
pyrite require a carefui study of the geochemicai environment as a
whole (LOFTUS-HILLS & SOLOMON, 1967; VAUGHAN, 1976).
Some sulphur isotope data were obtained in the early '60's
("') Additional data have been recently supplied by H. DILL (MineraI. Dep. 14,
57-80; 1979) . Ni content of pyrite from Gavorrano ranges from lO to 50 ppm; Co
content from lO to 438 ppm.
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(CAGLIOTI et al., 1960; ANCARANI-RosSIELLO et al., 1962). Apart from
any consideration of the formaI presentation of these data, contrasting interpretations were offered for the origin of the sulphur
(from a basic magma; from reduction of evaporitic sulphates). At
any rate, the data must be critically re-evaluated in the light of further progress in this field, as a warning against simplistic applications of sulphur isotopes as source indicators (ORMOTO, 1972; OR MOTO
& RYE, 1979).

Final remarks

It is apparent that further specific geochemical and mineralogical studies, in part under way, are required to develop an articulated genetic model for the Gavorrano deposits. However, we
think that, in the light of the literature and of the new data presented here, the most satisfactory model is that of pre-existing mineralizations, metamorphosed and partially remobilized by the MioPliocenic granitic stock. The interaction between the granite and
these pre-existing ores resulted in two different situations: the
bodies further from the intrusion were affected only by thermometamorphic phenomena, while the ones nearest the intrusion were
remobizilized and re-emplaced, producing a variety of attitudinal
features: filling veins, metasomatic masses, occurrence of pyrite,
both disseminated and in veins, in the granite. 'Massa Boccheggiano' appears to be a composite body: the lowermost part, farthest from the intrusion, may represent the primary concentration,
while near the contact and possibly in the upper parts (unfortunately no longer accessible), attitudinal and mineralogical features
of a metasomatic postintrusion emplacement are apparento The
ore bodies were then affected by tectonic collapse due to the cooling
and shrinking of the igneous stock.
Hypotheses on the source of the elements and the ori gin of the
pre-existing ore are so ·far merely speculative. In this respect, attitude and mineralogy of the ore bodies themselves are of little
help. Tentative interpretations may be presented on the basis of the
various paleogeographic and paleotectonic models of Tuscany. We
may consider the following models: a) if, at least at Gavorrano,
no overthrusting of the Tuscan Unit over the phyllites is assumed,
and the contact is considered to be a Triassic transgression over
the Paleozoic basement, the paleogeographic reconstruction by
ZUFFARDI(1974) may suggest the Triassic origin of the Valmaggiore-
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type ore bodies from a sabkha-like environment. A sabkha ongln
has actually been proposed for the' Calcare cavernoso' formation
(PASSERI, 1975). On the contrary, JENKS (1975) ruled out the existence
of a Triassic sabkha environment, relying on the alleged absence
of nearshore sediments . However, the Triassic 'Verrucano s.s. ' formation, which also occurs in the Gavorrano area, may be regarded
as consisting of continental to nearshore clastic sediments. Jenks'
interpretation possibly arises from the confusion, that still existed
then, as to the exact stratigraphy and structure of the Tuscan
formations underlying the' Calcare cavernoso'; b) sulphate-evaporitic deposits are not found in the Gavorrano area, except for tiny
levels in the ' Calcare cavernoso " so that ori gin of sulphides in an
evaporitic basin seems rather unlikely to have occurred here; c) in
considering a volcano-sedimentary ori gin (BODECHTEL, 1965), it must
be noted that Triassic rift volcanism is known from northern Tuscany (RICCI & SERRI, 1975) and the Filladi di Boccheggiano contain meta
volcanic levels (BAGNOLI et al., 1978); d) the ores might well be epigenetic, but pre-granite. The diffuse occurrence of thin concordant sulphide and oxide levels in the "Filladi di Boccheggiano' has already
been reported. We consider that pre-intrusive hydrothermal convective phenomena, possibly localized around Apenninic dislocations,
have remobilized and redeposited these mineralizations, mainly
at the limestone-phyllite contacts (cfr. MARINELLI, 1963). With
respect to a " pyrometasomatic' emplacement, this concentration process could reasonably have developed at lower
temperatures and over a larger time span. This would give
a batter account for the partial strata-bound character of the
ore bodies; concomitant skarn formation would not be required and wall rock alteration effects, and thus evidence for metasomatism, would have been rather limited. The heat flow responsible for the activation of the convection cell might well derive
from the deep-seated granite itself, prior to its upwelling and emplacemento The role played by granite in the ore formation could then
have been that of a driving force for the convective process, while
the source of both the oreforming fluids and the elements has to
be sought elsewhere.
The presence of Pb, Zn and Sn minerals practically near the
intrusive contacts may suggest a direct magmatic affiliation of these
elements. However, owing to the higher mobility of Pb and Zn with
respect to Fe, the former elements could have been selectively and
completely remobilized from the primary ores, being redeposited
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near the limestone-granite contacts. It this respect, we point out
the occurrence of the quartz-Cu-Pb-Zn sulphide ve in of Fonte dell'Anguilla, in cIose spatial relationship with the pure pyrite of
Rigoloccio.
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PLATE

PLATE I

PIa te 1 - Microphotographs of polished sections from Gavorrano, taken in reflected,
plain-polarized light, parallel nicols, air except where noted.
a), b), c) Rigoloccio etched pyrite. Anhedral cores (not clear in the pictures) are
folIowed outwal'dly by distintly euhedral cubic and octahedral rims.
d) (oiI) Massa Boccheggiano. Cluster of pyrite crystals (white), increasing in size
outwards. Core of the cluster is occupi'e d by tetrahedrite (gray), partialIy replaced
by carbonate gangue (black).
e) to h) Massa Boccheggiano etched pyrite. e) (oiI): framboid-like aggregate of
pyrite crystals. f) to h) : low-crystallinity textural relics into large euhedral
crystals. Black is gangue in alI pictures.
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PLATE II

Plate 2 - Microphotographs of polished sections from Gavorrano. Conditions as in
Plate 1.
a) to d) Massa Boccheggiano etched pyrite. Low-crystallinity textural relics are
seen to develop into large euhedral crystals. Alternating microcrystalline and
euhedral layers can be recognized, especially in b) and c). The presence of sphalerite inclusions (gray, indicated by arrows) should be noted in the outermost
pyrite rim of d) (oil). Black is gangue in all pictures.
e) (oiI) Massa Boccheggiano. Structural etching on pyI'Ìte reveals a needle-like
aggregate, possible developed after marcasite.
f) Massa Boccheggiano. After etching, pyrite euhedral crystals are shown to be

rimmed by late microcrystaUine pyrite.
g) (o iI) Valmaggiore. Magnetite (white-gray) pseudomorphic after hematic lamellae
displaying triangular and rhombohedral arrays. The rest of the area is almost
all siderite, partly dark gray, partly lighter, owing to internaI reflections. Some
pyrite (pure white) appears in the upper left-hand corner.
h) Valmaggiore. Banded textures of melnikovitic pyrite (medium gray to white).
Euhedral pyrite is pure white. Magnetite (gray) and siderite (dark gray) are also
present; black areas are hO'les.
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